FUN-Plates and Accessories

FUN-Plates are really booming. Designed individually, with a personal touch and available in many basic colours, these funny signs become more and more attractive, for your own use as well as a novel gift.

Using your own existing UTSCHEmbossing equipment you can take advantage in this additional business without further investment.

Please see overleaf for accessories needed to produce FUN-Plates.
FUN-Plates and Accessories

Assuming that the UTSCH embossing equipment is already available, you only need two more items to manufacture FUN-Plates: Blank plates in various sizes and unique basis colours, as well as those in attractive multi-colour and glitter designs.

It is advisable to keep a greater choice on stock to be able to fulfil even extraordinary demands on the spot. Simply ask for our order form “FUN-Plate blanks”.

What makes FUN-Plates so attractive are the different and individually combinable symbols and pictures for embossing the elements. We have created a variety of special clapper dies.

In design, simple operation and exact embossing results, they correspond with the UTSCH clapper dies available for car plate manufacture. A list of the different motifs is available to you upon request.

Some examples for available FUN clapper dies.

A selections of the wide range of available FUN-Plates.

You want to know more about FUN-Plates? Contact us:
Erich Utsch AG . Marienhütte 49 . 57080 Siegen . Germany
Phone +49 (0) 271 3191-0 . Fax +49 (0) 271 3191-103 . info@utsch.com . www.utsch.com